Netgear Orbi
RBK50
AC3000 Triband Wi-Fi
System
Meet Orbi - Fast, Secure, Whole Home WiFi. Orbi is the
World’s First Tri-band WiFi System. From your front
yard to your home office to your pool, Orbi gives you
reliable, secure, and crazy fast WiFi to every inch of
your home. Key Features WiFi everywhere: No more
dead zones upstairs, no dropped connections through
walls, just WiFi everywhere. The Orbi Home WiFi
System reaches up to 4,000 square feet through WiFi
barriers like walls, stairs and doors. Need more
coverage? Just add an Orbi Satellite to instantly expand
your WiFi reach. Finally, mesh done right: Orbi can
grow as you need it with seamless connectivity between
devices and Orbi units. Orbi’s Tri-band WiFi System
allows your devices to move between bands and other
Orbi units without needing to reconnect. Every inch of
your home will be covered in a blazing fast network
giving you Better WiFi, everywhere. Is Orbi a range
extender?: No! Range Extenders create multiple WiFi
networks to expand your coverage. That means you
need to reconnect based on where you are in your
home. Orbi creates a single high speed network that
gives your entire home complete coverage. Orbi
dynamically optimizes your connections for you without
having to reconnect. Don't wait on buffering: Buffering
shouldn’t be a part of family movie night. Orbi helps
prevent buffering and lag by creating a high speed
Internet superhighway for all of your devices. The Orbi
Tri-band WiFi System works with your current ISP’s
modem to maximize the speed you are paying for.
Quick and easy setup: Unlike some WiFi systems, Orbi

works with your Internet service provider right out of the
box. You won’t need to change your current equipment
to use the Orbi WiFi Home System. Orbi uses a single
WiFi name (SSID) and with just a couple of clicks, your
secure WiFi network will be ready in no time. Circle
App: Circle is a smart way for families to manage
content and time online, on any connected device.
Managed by the easy-to-use Circle app, families can
create unique profiles for each family member and
easily set time limits for apps and websites, individual
filter levels for family members, BedTime for each family
member, pause internet by device or user, and manage
your family's mobile devices across all networks and
much more... * * Some features require Circle Premium
Subscription - sold separately.

Features
All Product Details

Brand Netgear
Product
Mesh Networking
Type
Memory

Ram

512MB

Storage Capacity

Capacity
Type

4 GB
Flash Storage

Connections

4x Gigabit Network Port
Connections

LAN
WAN

USB
Wireless Ready

1 x USB 2.0
IEEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4GHz &
IEEE 802.11a/n/ac 5GHz

Dimensions

Product Width
Product Depth
Product Height
Product
Weight

16.94cm
5.99cm
22.58cm
889g each

Warranty

Manufacturers

24 Months
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